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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite Chevalley group defined over a field of characteristic p 
and let X be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. In [5], Dagger discovered a class of 
irreducible components of the character of G induced from the principal 
character of X. The chief object of this paper is the derivation of another 
(related) class of irreducible components. It is also shown that this second 
class usually comprises the only components of lXG with degree prime to p. 
The method employed is investigation of the Hecke algebra (centralizer 
ring) of lXG, based on the “split BN pair” axioms given by Richen [8]. 
2. FINITE GROIJPS GENERATED BY REFLECTIONS 
In this section, some standard results on root systems and reflection groups 
are listed. More detailed descriptions can be found in [2, lo]. 
Let V be a real n-dimensional Euclidean space with inner product ( , ). 
For r E V the orthogonal linear transformation 
s: v w v - (2(v, Y)/(Y, Y))Y 
is the reflection in the hyperplane orthogonal to Y. A root system A in V is a 
finite set of vectors that generate V such that: 
(1) For each Y E A, -Y E A, but no other multiple of r is contained 
ind. 
(2) If  Y E A and s is the reflection in the hyperplane orthogonal to Y, 
then s(A) = A. 
The elements of A are called roots, and the reflections corresponding to 
the roots generate a finite group W, called afinitegroupgaerated by reflections, 
or ggr. Any root system has a base, which is a subset TI of A satisfying 
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(3) 57 = {?-I ) T-2 ,...) r,} is a basis of V. 
(4) If  r = xy=, t,r, (ti E R) is any root, then all the ti are nonnegative 
or all nonpositive. 
The elements of r are called fundamental roots, and the corresponding 
reflections sr , sa ,..., IE s fundamental reflections. It can be proved that any root 
is the image of a fundamental root under the action of some w E W. 
2.1. THEOREM (Coxeter [3, Sect. 9.31). W is generated by s1 , s2 ,..., s, 
subject to the defking relations 
(S&p = 1, for all i, j 1 < i < j < n, 
where nij is the order of sisj in W. 
For w E W define Z(w) to be the least m such that there exists an expression 
for w as a product of fundamental reflections. Such an expression with 
m = Z(w) is called reduced. 
2.2. LEMMA (Solomon [9, Lemma 11). Let w E Wand 1 < i < n. Then 
l(s,w) = l(w) + 1 zf w-l(ri) is a positive root (i.e., a positive linear combination 
of rl , r2 ,.-, r,), Z(QW) = Z(w) - 1 otherwise. SimiZarZy, Z(W.Q) = Z(w) + 1, or 
Z(w) - 1 as w(ri) is positive or negative respectively. 
2.3. COROLLARY. If Si,Si, .*. Si, is a reduced expression for w, then the 
positive roots r such that w(r) is negative are 
In particular, for each w # 1, there is a fundamental root (namely, ri,) 
negatived by w. 
2.4. THEOREM. Let J-C{l, 2 ,..., n} and W, the group generated by the si 
for i E J. Then W, is a ggr, and the roots ri , i E J, form a base for its root system. 
Each coset wW, (w E W) contains unique elements v1 and v2 such that vl(ri) is 
positive and vp(ri) negative for all i E J. W, contains a unique involution w, that 
maps the roots (TV 1 i E J} to the roots {-ri 1 i E J}. In particular, W contains 
an element w, that maps {yi 1 1 < i < n} to {-yi 1 1 < i < n}. 
Proof. See [IO, 1.12 and 1.161. 
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From the generators and relations given in 2.1, it follows that W has a 
linear character E such that E(s~) = -1 for each fundamental reflection s1 .
For each subset J of {1,2,..., n}, let W, be defined as in 2.4, and let lFJ be 
the character of W induced from the principal character of W, . 
2.5. THEOREM (Solomon [9, Theorem 21). 
6 = c (-l)lJl 1w 
.I wJ ’ 
where the summation is over all subsets J of { 1,2 ,..., n>. 
3. SPLIT BN PAIRS 
3.1. DEFINITION (Tits [ll]). A finite group G has a BN pair if there 
exist subgroups B and N of G that generate G, H = B n N is a normal 
subgroup of N, and W = N/H is generated by involutions s, , s, ,..., s, , and 
(1) siBw C BwB u B siwB, 
(2) siBsi # B, 
forallwEWand1 <i<n. 
W is called the Weylgroup of the BN pair and n its rank. 
The elements w E W are cosets of H in N. We will choose a fixed but 
arbitrary set of coset representatives, and following the notation of Richen [8], 
(w) will be the coset representative corresponding to w E W. The parentheses 
are omitted whenever the choice of coset representative does not alter the 
object in question (e.g., “wB” for “(w)B”). 
3.2. THE BRIJHAT THEOREM (Tits [ll]). i’j G has a BNpair, then 
(1) G = Uw,w BwB 
(2) BwB = Bw’B for w, w’ E W implies that w = w’ 
(3) Z(siw) > Z(w) for 1 < i < n and w E W implies that s,Bw _C Bs,wB 
3.3. THEOREM (Iwahori and Matsumoto [q/1>. If W = (sl, sI ,..., s,,> is 
the Wt$ group of a jinite BN pair, then the relations 
(SiSj)ni’ = 1 forall i,j l<i,<i<fz 
(where nij is the order of s,si in W) are dejining relations for W. 
3.4. COROLLARY. The Weyl group of a jinite BN pair of ranh n is iso- 
morphic to ajinitegroupgenerated by reflections in n-dimensional Euclidean space. 
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As a consequence of this corollary, we may use the notation of Section 2: 
d is a root system for W and r = (rr , ~a ,..., r,} a base for d. 
3.5. DEFINITION (Richen [S]). G is said to have a split BN pair of rank n 
at characteristic p (where p is a prime number) if G has a BN pair of rank n, 
H=BnN=&,, w-IBw, and B = XH, where X is a normal p- 
subgroup of B and H is an abelian p’-group. 
3.6. THEOREM (Richen [S, Theorem 2.121). For each w E W (the WeyZ 
group of a split BN pair), let Xw = w-IXw and define X, = X n X” and 
xi = &,Si (where 1 < i < n, and w. is as dejked in 2.4). Then W acts as a 
permutation group on E = {Xiw 1 w E W, 1 < i < n} under 
w: z I-+ wzw-I, (for each Z E JJ, 
and Xr-’ w w(ri) is a well-deJined isomorphism (W, C) E (W, A) (In effect, 
Z is a root system for W). 
3.7. DEFINITION. Let r E A. The root subgroup X, of G is defined by 
x, = x;u-‘, (= wxiw-l), 
where w E W and 1 < i < n such that r = w(ri). 
This definition is justified by 3.6 and the fact that any root is the image 
of some fundamental root under the action of some w E W. 
The proofs of all the following facts also can be found in Richen’s paper. 
3.8. LEMMA. Let G be afinitegroup with a split BNpair. With the notation 
as above: 
(1) H normalizes each root subgroup. 
(2) If Si,Si, *** Si, is a reduced expression for w E W and if we let wj = 
w,+, .-- sim (j = 1, 2 ,..., n), then 
B n Bwow = HX. X%a %I 
X%--X . . . X?S 
%I+-1 Gl+a *1 * 
Thus, we see that 
Notice that this is a product of the root subgroups corresponding to the positive 
roots negatived by w. In particular, X( = X,,,& is a product of the root subgroups 
fw the positive roots. 
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(3) For all w E W, 
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In the next section, it will be necessary to deal with linear characters of X, 
and this will involve investigation of the derived group X’ of X. In [6], the 
Chevalley commutator formula was useful in this connection, and since the 
axioms for a split BN pair have no anolog of this formula, it seems necessary 
to assume another axiom. 
3.9. AXIOM. The natural map n,t, X,/X,’ --t X/X’ is an isomorphism. 
All root subgroups X, corresponding to nonfundamental roots r are contained 
in X’. 
This axiom is satisfied by the Chevalley groups of normal type, with a 
few exceptions (see [6, Lemma 7]), and it can be shown to hold for the 
twisted types as well. 
4. THE CHARACTERS DISCOVERED BY DAGGER 
Let k be an arbitrary field of characteristic zero that is a splitting field 
for each X,/Xi. Let pi be a nontrivial linear character of Xii (= X-,0 
for i = 1, 2,..., n. Let J be any subset of (1,2 ,..., n}. Now, 
by 3.9, where w, is as defined in 2.4. The subgroups {X~J 1 i E J> equal the 
subgroups {X-,, 1 in J} in some order (see 2.4); so we may define a linear 
character p, of Xw, that coincides with pi on X-,, for i E J and is trivial on 
X~J for i $ J. Indeed, TV, is trivial on all root subgroups X,+) for Y  positive 
and Y ${ri 1 in Jj, since X,+,.) = X;J is contained in the derived group of 
X”J when I is not fundamental (using 3.9 again). In the case J = (1, 2,..., n} 
we will w-rite simply “CL” for “r;l .” 
Let us adopt the following notation: If A is a subgroup of G and 01 a 
linear character of A, let 
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Throughout the rest of the paper, X will be a fixed linear character of B 
with kernel containing X. GJ will be the parabolic subgroup {BwB 1 w E W,} 
corresponding to the subset J of { 1,2,. . . , n}. 
4.1. LEMMA. The induced characters AGr and @J have a unique common 
component, and it occurs with multiplicity one in each. 
Proof. Note first that 
GJ = w;lG, = w;l u XwB, (union over w E W,) 
= () Xw3wB, (w E WJ). 
For w E W,, let Xw -r be the character of WBW-1 defined by Xl”(g) = 
h(w-lgw). Then, Xw-l restricted to X”J n WBW-1 is the l-character, since 
h is trivial on elements of p-power order. Now, the restriction of pJ to 
X”J n B is the l-character since pJ is trivial on all positive root subgroups. 
For w # 1, there exists ri (i E J) and a positive root r with 
w-l(ri) = -r, (by 2.3) 
Then, X-r* = Xw(,.) C Xw~ n wBw-I, and pJ is nontrivial on X*J n WBW-I. 
Hence, the inner product of P-’ and p, over this subgroup is 0 if w # 1 
and 1 if w = 1. Therefore, by a well-known theorem of Mackey, 
b-$‘> hGJ) = c (& , @), (w E WJ> 
= 1. 
4.2. LEMMA. B,,Xz is a mmzero multiple of a prinritive idempotent in KG, . 
Proof. By the proof of 4.1 the only double coset Xw3 wB for which 111 
and A”-’ agree corresponds to the case w = 1. Hence, [ 1, Lemma l] applies 
(see also [l, Lemma 21 and its proof). 
The irreducible character of GJ corresponding to this idempotent (i.e., 
the common component of PJ and pp) will be called x,, or x,(X, pr, 11s ,..., /A~). 
In the case J = {I, 2,..., n}, xJ is an irreducible character of G. These 
characters (corresponding to the various A) were discovered by Dagger [5J 
For each w E W, we can define a linear character P of B whose kernel 
contains X by setting 
P(h) = X(whw-l), for all h E H. 
Using hw in place of X in the above construction yields a character of GJ 
that will be called xJW . 
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5. THE HECKE ALGEBRA XkGX 
Continuing with the same notation, define (for each w E W) 
4w = IX:-Gl, (the index of X, in X). 
In particular, for i = 1, 2 ,..., n, define 
4i = !7si = I x : xsi I = I xi 1, (see 3.8). 
For each w E W, define also 
% = ~X(w)X)qw > Bw = vM44kul~ 
and 
&, = Gfw-lQ/ll, , Blu = v%bw4)!7uJ - 
LetS={wEWIP=h). 
5.1. LEMMA. The set {cY,,,~ 1 w E W, h E H) is a basis for XkGx, and the 
set {pw 1 w E 8 is a basisfor B,kGB, . {/I, 1 w E W, A S> is a basis for B,kG,B, . 
Proof. This kind of result is well known (see [4, Theorem 2.21 for 
example). Since H normalizes X, 
xh = hX, for all h E H, 
and so the elements clwh are indeed in XkGX. The cosets X(w) hX (w E W, 
h E H) are all distinct, as an easy consequence of the split BN pair axioms 
and the Bruhat theorem. 
5.2. PROPOSITION. For v, w E W, 
If v’ E W such that XV’ # Aww, then 
Blva,B; = 0. 
The proof of 5.2 is straightforward and is omitted. 
Our interest in Hecke algebras is motivated by theorems such as the 
next two: 
5.3. THEOREM. If e andf are idempotents in kG affording characters 4 and #, 
respectively, then 
Hom,,(kGe, kGf) z ekGf, 
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and the dimension of these vector spaces is 
This theorem is well known and holds for an arbitrary group G (although 
in this paper it will only be applied to groups with split BN pairs.) Theorem 
5.4 is also a general result, adapted so as to apply to the parabolic subgroups 
GJ , where J is an arbitrary subset of (1, 2 ,..., n}. 
5.4. THEOREM (Curtis and Fossum [4, Corollaries 1.2 and 2.51). If I/ is 
an irreducible character of KG, such that (#, AGJ) = 1 (i.e., tJ occurs with 
multiplicity one in the induced character A%), then the restriction of # to B,kGJB,, 
is a homomorphism 
0: B,kG,B, -+ k. 
Conversely, every such homomorphism 0 is the restriction of a unique irreducible 
character 1,6 of kG, such that (#, X=J) = 1. Under these circumstances 
is a primitive idempotent in KG, such that kG,e affords +. It is the only such 
idempotent in B,kG,B, . Moreover, 
and for any p E B,kG,B, , 
/3e = e(p)e = e/3. 
Proof, Be = Q3)e for all /3 E B,kG,B, is a consequence of the fact that 
B,kG,B,e is one-dimensional (by 5.3). The only other point not proved 
explicitly by Curtis and Fossum is uniqueness of e. But if e’ E BAkGJBA is 
another primitive idempotent affording #, then 
e’ = e(e)e’ = ee’ = O(e’)e, 
and so e’ = e. 
5.5. LEMMA (Richen [8, Definition 3.71). Let x E Xi , x # 1. Then there 
exist unique elements fi(x) E Xi , hi(x) E H and gi(x) E X with 
(4 4siY = g&4 h&)(s,)fiW 
(note that Richen’s fi(x) is my (fi(x-l))-l, etc.) 
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5.6. LEMMA. I f  w E W, 1 < i < n and Z(siw) = Z(w) + 1, then qsiW = q&,, 
and there exists h E H with olgiu, = ol,*or,,,h. I f  w = si,si, -** sit (reduced), then 
there exists h E H such that 01~ = ~~~~~~~~ ... arStzh. 
Proof. By 3.8(3) and (2) 
4siw = I xn,s,w I 
= I J&2+(,,) I- 
Now, since Z(s#w) = Z(w) + 1, w-l(ri) is a positive root, and it is negatived 
by wow. Thus, by 3.8(z) Xo-~(r~) < Ko,(w,w) = -To. 
Now, 3.8(3) gives 
!? qw = I xo,w I I xiw I 
= 4&, f 
Let h be an arbitrary element of h. Then 
But se normalizes Xsi and w-lXiw = XW-.qri) < X. 
Thus, ar,<orwh = qSi,X(si)(w) hX. If h is chosen so that (sJ(w)h = (SOW) it 
follows that 
%,4 = %yu - 
The other assertion of the lemma follows by induction on Z(w). 
5.7. LEMMA. The elements amh (w E W, h E H) have inverses in XkGX, 
Proof. For each i (1 < i < n), 
a;, = qi*X(si) X(sJX 
= Qi2X(Si) X&)X 
= QiX(Si)2 X + qt c X(sJ X($)X 
xex, 
S#l 
= qiX(si)* X + qi C Xh&)(sJ3 X. 
ZEX, 
X#l 
Since (s$ E H, 
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Now, 1 is the identity element of XkGX, and so 
is an inverse for clgi in XkGI. We now use induction on Z(w) to show that 
each ar,h has an inverse. 
For Z(w) = 0, or,h = xh and the inverse is xh-l. 
For Z(w) 3 1 there exists i with w = sew’ and Z(w’) = Z(w) - 1. The 
inductive hypothesis permits the assumption that each qf (f E H) has an 
inverse, and then for appropriate choice off, 5.6 gives 
which is a product of elements with inverses, and so has an inverse. (Results 
like 5.6 and 5.7 are well known, see [12], for example.) 
It will be convenient to adopt the notation “ol N 8” for elements 01, ,9 E KG 
to mean that OL is a nonzero scalar multiple of /3. 
5.8. LEMMA. For all w E W, , q,,BAX~ N B,,-lX: and 
X;;BAalw N X;;BAm 
Proof. The idempotents B, and XE; afford the characters AG~, and p:J 
of GJ, and (AGO, pp) = 1 by 4.1. Hence, B,,kGJXz; is one-dimensional 
(by 5.4). Similarly, BAw-l kG,Xz; is one-dimensional. Therefore, 
mWBAX;; = BA,-mmBAX;;, (by 5.9 
must be a scalar multiple of B,,-lXr;. The scalar is nonzero since (Ye, has an 
inverse. The proof of the second part is similar. 
5.9. LEMMA. B,X;;B,X,“oB, N BAX,WoBA . 
Proof. Let Y be the product of the positive root subgroups in Xw~ 
and Z the product of the negative ones. Let 
a = c pJ(x-l)x/i z 1, (XEZ) 
= c PW)X/ I 2 I, (x E 2). 
Then XE; = ya and d? = X,wO . Hence, B,,Xz; = B,+, and so BA(yBAa! N 
B,++ (by 4.2). (Note in passing that B,c&, # 0). Therefore, B,olB,&p N 
B,e, and the result follows. 
5.10. COROLLARY. Let xJ be the character of GJ defined in the previous 
section, and let x be the character of G that is obtainedin the case J = {1,2,..., n}. 
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Let 6, and 8 be the corresponding homomorphisms of B,kG,B, and B,kGB, into 
k. Then 0, is the restriction of 8. 
Proof. By the note in the proof of 5.9, B,Xr;B, is nonzero, and so is a 
nonzero multiple of e, the primitive idempotent in BAkG,BA affording xJ 
(see 5.4). Similarly BAX,WoB, -f, the primitive idempotent in B,kGB, 
affording x. 
By 5.9 ef -f, and so e(e) # 0. Since e2 = 1,8(e) = 1, and so for w E W, n S, 




= e(u ef, 
and so 0,(&J = 0&J. (5.4, 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 will also be used with A replaced 
by any of the characters Xw (w E W)). 
6. SOME MORE CHARACTERS 
6.1. LEMMA. (i) For a fixed w E W the elements {ar,,$, 1 v E W,} and 
{qz,B, 1 v E W,} span the same space, and similarly, {BAa,, / v E W,) and 
(B,,ar,or, 1 v  E W,} span the same space. 
(ii) kBwG, = kBwW,X. 
Proof. (i) Since 01~ has an inverse in XkGx, the spaces referred to in (i) 
have the same dimension, namely, / W, 1. It remains to prove that each 
avdA(v E W,> can be written in the form OLOI,B~ for some OL E KkG,x. 
Use induction on I(w). The case Z(w) = 0 is trivial. 
Suppose v  = siv’, i E 1, Z(v) = Z(v’) + 1. Then qWBA = ~l’q,B~ for some 
(Y’ E ZkG,x, by the inductive hypothesis. 
I f  Z(vw) > Z(v’w), then 
%wBA = %i*‘lJA 
- %pv’tsA 9 
while if Z(vw) < Z(v’w), then aVtwBA - ~l,~cq,J?~, so that or,,B, N ais1 cr,,,B, . 
Choosing 01 to be the appropriate scalar multiple of (Y~‘(Y’ or LX;%, it follows 
that OL E xkG,x and cr,aA = o~qJ3~ . 
(ii) This is a standard result about BN pairs. 
6.2. COROLLARY. Let w E W, J _C (1, 2 ,..., n}. Then BnkGJBAaw = 
B,k(W, n S) wB,, (i.e., the space spanned by B,,cY,,,$~~ for v E W, n S). 
Similarly, sB,kG,B, = BAw-l wk( W, n S)B, . 
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Proof. B,kG,B,ol, = B,,XkG,%Q,,, , (by 5.2) and this is the space 
spanned by {BA~,~J3A, 1 v E W,}. This is the same as the span of (B,+,,BAru 1 
v E W,}. However, B,or,,B,, = 0 unless hVW = hw; i.e., unless v E S. Thus, 
the basis consists of a,,BAw , v E W, n S. 
6.3. COROLLARY. Let v, w, u E Wand J, KC (1,2 ,..., n}. Then 
BAvkGJBh,owBAukGKBhU = B,&( WJ n SW) w( WK n S”) B,, 
Proof. First note that both sides are zero unless h”” = hU; that is, unless 
w E v-r,%. (Equivalently, (W, n Sv) w( W, n P) C v-~SU) Assuming w E v-l 
Su, 6.2 with hv replacing X gives 
BA,kGJBA,~mBA,kGKBA, = B,,k( W, n 9) wBAUkGKBAti , 
and this is the sum of the spaces or,sA&G,B,, for t E W, n SW. But 
(u,aA,kG,BA, equals B,,twk( W, n S”)B,,” , and the sum of these as t runs 
through elements of W, n Sv is B,,k( W, n S”) w( W, n SU)BAU . 
6.4. LEMMA. Let J, K C{l, 2 ,..., n} and let v, w E W. Let e be the primitive 
idempotent in B,,kG,B,, that affords the character xJV , and f  the primitive 
idempotent in B,,kG,B,, which aJSbrds xko . Let t, , tz ,..., t, be representatives 
of the orbits of v-?Sw under premultiplication by elements of W, n SV and 
postmultiplication by elements of W, n SW. Then ekGf has basis 
{ea,,f j i = 1, 2 ,..., m}. 
Proof. B,,kGB,, has basis 
{B,,aUBAw j u E V-VW} = fi {BhVaUBAw [ u E (W n SW) ti( W n SzO)}. 
i=l 
Hence, B,,kGB,, is the direct sum of the spaces 
B,&( W, n Sv) $( WK n SW) B,, , i = 1, 2 ,... , m. 
NOW by 6.3, B,,k( W, n Sv) ti( W, n SW)B,, = B~“kGJBhVOltiBA’OkGKB~~, 
and this contains the element eat,f. Therefore, the emitif are linearly in- 
dependent if they are nonzero. But for any t E v-r SW, 
and so eatf # 0. 
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It remains to prove that the ea,f span ekGf. It was shown above that 
B,,kGB,, is the sum of the spaces B,,kG,B,,Ly,iB,,kG,B,, , i = 1,2,..., m. 
Therefore, ekGf = eB,,kGB,,f is the sum of 
{eB,,kG,B,,ol,lB~wl;G,B,,f 1 i = 1,2 ,..., m} = {kec+*f 1 i = 1,2 ,..., m>, 
since eB,,kG,B,, = ke, and B,,kG,B,,,f = kf, (see 5.4). 
6.5. COROLLARY. Let J, KC { I,2 ,..., n} and u, w E W. Then (x,“u , X&J 
equals the number of (WJ-’ (7 S)\S/( Wi-’ n S) double cosets. 
Proof. With e, f  and t, , t, a*. t, as in 6.4, the module kGe affords the 
character & of G, and kGf affords x&. Hence, 5.3 gives 
(xJ”zl , xgU) = dim ekGf = m. 
But it is clear that {vt,w-l / i = 1,2,..., m} is a set of representatives of the 
( W;i-’ n S)\S/( W;-’ n S) cosets, and so m also equals the number of these 
cosets. 
6.6. DEFINITION. Let J C (I,2 ,..., n} and let V be a set of representatives 
of the S\ W/ W, cosets. Define 
Note that the choice of coset representatives is immaterial. I f  t E S it is 
obvious that xJv = xJtv (since Xv = A”“). Furthermore, if w E W, , 
cz+B,,Xz N B,,,Xz, by (5.8), so that the right modules B,,.Xz; KG 
(which affords x,“,) and B,,,XE; KG (which affords &,) are isomorphic. 
6.7. LEMMA. If J, KC{l, 2 ,..., n} then (+J, I&) = (lEJ Is, lEKjs), 
(where l”w, Is is the restriction to S of the induced character lFJ , etc.) 
Proof. Let V and YY be sets of representatives of the S\ W/W, and 
S\ W/ W, cosets, respectively. Then, by a well-known theorem 
Therefore, 
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(since (l$;-l,r , ,,,;-I& equals the number of WJ-’ n S\S/Wk- lS “n&s 
cosets) 
6.8. THEOREM. &(l,z,...fl} (-l)hjJ is an irreducible character of G, 
OY the negative of one. 
Proof. From 2.5 &tr,a,...,nl (-l)IJI1zJ IS = E Is is an irreducible 




_ . . . . ..n) 
(--1)‘J’ ‘LFJ Is 9 KC(lT 
. . . . . . n) 
(--1Y ‘& Is) 
_ 
= F (--l)‘J’ +J, 1 (-lY 4~ , (by 6.7) 
K 
so that & CJ (- l)lJ$SJ is irreducible. 
The character defined in 6.8 will be called {(A), or [(A, pL1 , pa ... pn) 
since as well as depending on A, it also depends on the characters pLi of X+.$ 
(i = 1, 2,..., n) that have been fixed throughout. In actual fact for most of 
the Chevalley groups different choices of the pi do not give different characters. 
(For instance, conjugating a pi by an element of H will not affect 5). However, 
if X and A’ are two linear characters of B such that A’ is not of the form A” 
(w E W) then [(A) # [(A’). Th is is a consequence of the fact that (AC, XC) = 0 
if A’ is not of the form P, and the next theorem: 
6.9. THEOREM. [(A) is a component of multiplicity one in AC. 
Proof. Let K be the empty subset of {1,2,..., n}. Then GK = B and X is 
the only component of XGK. Thus, h = xK, 
M(4, AC) = c (-lYJ’ (dJ 9 AC) 
K(l.z.....n) 
= c c (-1)“’ (XJ”, , XK’), 
J~(l.Z,...,n} o 
where v runs through a set of representatives of the S\W/WJ cosets. But 
(XJ”, 9 xKG) = (‘&-+,S ) l$KiyT\S)’ (by 6.5), 
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and since K is empty, lcKns is p, the character of the regular representation 
of S. Therefore, 
= T ((-lY’ lWJ Is 1 PI 
= (6 Is Y PI 
= 1, since E js is a linear character of S. 
(Note also that {(A) = + C,(-l)lJ$f~~, since (-CJ (-l)l’l+J, AC) < 0). 
The character [(A) is not, in general, the same as the character x(X) (= xr. 
where,3 = {I, 2,..., n}). Indeed, since xr. = q5= we have 
(I@), x(9 = c (---1Y #J 9 4L 
.I 
= ; (-1)‘J’ (‘Z, Is > 1) 
= (E IS’ 119 
and so [(A) and x(A) coincide only when E is trivial on S. (Thus, ([(A), pG) = 0, 
except in this case.) 
7. ON THE DEGREES OF COMPONENTS OF lxG 
7.1. LEMMA. Let w E W, J C (1,2 ,..., n>. The space B,,kwW,Xz (spanned 
by B,(v)X,W for v E wW,) is one-dimensional, with basis element B,(q)Xz; - 
B,,or,B,,XE; , where v1 E w W, is such that ~~(1~) is positive for all i E J (see 2.4). 
Proof. Let v E wW, and suppose i E J is such that v(rJ = -r for some 
positive root T. 
Then, V-~(Y) = -Ye, and 
= B,(v) &qljX;’ 
= B,(v) &<Xw~, 113 
and X+.,X:; = 0, since p, is nontrivial on XeFi . Therefore, B,(v)XI; = 0 
for all V*E wW, except (possibly) v = vi , since by 2.4, all other v E w W, 
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negative some ri . It remains to prove that B,kwW,XE; contains the element 
B,,q,B,,XF; , and that this element is nonzero. By 6.l(ii), 
kBwG, = kBwG,w, 
= kBw W,Xw, 
= kBw W,x”‘J, 
and so B,kwW,XF; = B,kwG,XF; , and therefore, contains BA~,BAUXz. 
This is nonzero, since by 5.9 and 5.8 
7.2. THEOREM. Let J-C (I,2 ,..., n} and YY a set of representatives of the 
S\ WI W, cosets. Then the left B,kGB, module B,kGX: is the direct sum of the 
modules BAkGBAuIXF; for w E 7iy-. 
Proof. For each w E W, let VW be a set of representatives of the 
sjs n wy-’ cosets. Then, the set V = {VW 1 w E W, v E VW} is a set of 
representatives of the W/W, cosets. Hence, from the Bruhat theorem (3.2), 
it follows that the sets BvW,X~J, v E V” are disjoint, and the modules 
B,kv WJXE; , v E Y, have a direct sum. Now, for each w E W’, {VW 1 v E VW> 
is a set of representatives of the orbits of SW under postmultiplication by 
W, n SW. Therefore, 
is a basis for B,kGB,,XzB,, (see 6.4). The linear transformation x M xB,, 
defined on kGB,,,X,W is nonsingular since x I-+ xB,,Xr; is a nonzero multiple 
of the identity (by 4.1). 
Hence, {Bna,,BAV~X~; 1 v E VW} = (B,+x,,BAloXE; 1 v E VW}, is a basis for 
B,,kGB,,Xr;. The union over all w E W of these bases is {B,,oL,&~X~; 1 v E V} 
and by 7.1, this is a basis for the direct sum CVo+,- B,+kv WJXF; , which equals 
B,,kWXz; = B,kGXE; . Hence, B,,kGXE; is the direct sum of (B,,kGBA~X~; 1 
WEW}. 
7.3. COROLLARY. If (r is any component of AC, 
Proof. 
c” /X’OJ 3 pJ> = ca, dJ> 
(a Ix3 9 PJ) = h PJG) 
= dim ekGX,*;I , 
where e is any idempotent affording (r (since Xz; affords pJG). 
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Since a is a component of AC, e may be chosen to be in BAkGBA , and by 
Theorem 7.2, 
ekGXE; = c ekGBAfi;’ 
WOEW 
where W is a set of representatives of the S\ WI W, cosets. The sum is direct 
since ekGB,,Xr; C B,kGB,,XE; . 
Therefore, 
(0 I x’4r, pJ) = wFw dim ekG+X;; 
7.4. THEOREM. If (T is any component of lxG other than one of the {(A) 
(for some A), then the degree of a is divirible by p. 
Proof. The character pJ, and hence, the characters xJW (w E W, Jr 
(1, z..., n}) depend on the values of pci for iE J and not on pt for i 6 J. 
Now, for any choice of A, 
0 = 
( 
0, c 5Gc Pl , P2 t-*.9 Pn) , 
pi 1 
(where the summation is over all possible choices for the characters pr, 
= 0, c c (-l>rJ’ +Jh , p2 ,***> tL?z) 
P< JC{l,2,..4 > 
c c (-ll’+~J’ (--lYJ +J(h ,..., P,, , (mod P) 
JC(l,2....,n) (u,\iEJ) ) 
since the number of nontrivial linear characters of X-r* for i $ J is congruent 
to - 1 modulo p, and all give the same value for $bJ . Therefore, 
o= u,c 
( 





= T F t”  1x9 9 /-‘Jh 
J 
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where the second summation is over all linear characters of Xw, that are 
nontrivial on exactly those root subgroups X-r8 for i E J. 
c (fJ Ix”J 3 PJLJ) = 1 (0 lx, @h 
“J “J 
where pyY1 is the character of X defined by p;?(x) = I,, and we see 
that pyyl runs through all linear characters of X nontrivial on exactly those 
root subgroups Xri for i E J. Thus, 
0 = Jco ; C (0 Ix I CL?% (mod P> 
where p runs through all linear characters of X. But if the linear character 
p of X occurs with multiplicity m, in (T lx , then the degree of a is congruent 
toZ:,m,, since nonlinear irreducible characters of X have degree divisible 
by p. Therefore, 
degree u = 2 (u Ix , p) = 0, (mod P)- 
* 
It is possible to use Theorem 5.4 to calculate the degrees of x(h) and l(h) 
in particular cases. In general, if 0: B,kGB, -+ k is a homomorphism cor- 
responding to the irreducible character I,L of G, then 
where W, is the largest Weyl subgroup of W contained in S, 0, = n0r , 
where the product is over the positive roots r of W, negatived by w, and the 0,. 
depend on the character, but satisfy 8,. = t9,(,) for all o E S. These results 
will be dealt with in general, in the author’s Ph.D. thesis; here we will be 
concerned only with a particular case in which some simplifications occur. 
The notation used will follow the discussion of the Chevalley groups given 
in [13], except that the group G will be the group that is there denoted by G. 
Under these circumstances, the argument used in [14, p. 2031 shows that 
S = W, . Moreover, if s is the reflection corresponding to T, the formula 
4x)+ NX)Y = 4XT,J> 
where t = -X(Y) yields that if X8 = h, then h(h&,,,)) = 1 for all t. In 
particular, Ah) = 1 if we choose (s) = n, . We also make use of the formula 
A. x-,.(t) = q(t-l) h(~~,~)-l(s)-l xl-(@), for all t # 0 (t E GF(q)). 
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If t is a fundamental root and h” = h, then 
X(s) BAXp = B,(s) X&)-l (s) X2 
= (l/q) B,(s) X3 + U/d c B,+YXW X3. 
tfo 
The first term is zero (as in the proof of 7. I), and using formula A, the second 
term becomes 
(l/q) C B,(s)-’ +-l)(s) X? = (l/q) c &-r(t)) BAX?. 
tie t#O 
Therefore, 
B. X(S) B,X? = -(l/q) BAX~. 
For an arbitrary root Y, choose w E Wand i (1 < i < n) such that Y  = w(YJ. 
We define 
= qfl”(Bp(sJ1 xi&) BAra), 
where 8” is the restriction of t,b to BAwkGBAw . 
We will take the case $ = x(h) first and prove that 0,. is well defined by 
calculating it. First, suppose that X8 # h. Then P8i # h” and so 
qBA,(si)-l Xi(si) B,, = B,ta + c B,&)-’ x(Q B,w , 
where the summation is over x E Xi , x # 1. But for each such x, 
B,,(s,)-~ x(sJ B,w - B&J B,ta , (by 5.5 or A) 
= 0, (by 5.2). 
Thus, 0, = P(B,,,) = 1 in this case. On the other hand, if hS = h, then 
A”% = AW , and 
qBA,(si)-l X(Q) B$i-? = --X(SJ-~ BAJ,“o , (from B above) 
= (l/q) BAw’XUWO> (B again, since xw((~i)2) = 1). 
It follows that 8, = (l/q) in this case. Note also that if J = {i), then by 
5.10, B,w is the restriction of P, and so by 5.4, the idempotent in B,,kG,B,, 
affording xJto is a multiple of 
481/39/z-17 
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Suppose now that I/ = c(h). As before, or = 1 if Xs # h. By 6.5, the map 
l”w,-lns ++ XL 3 (KC{l, 2 ,..., n}, n E IV), 
gives an isometry between the inner product spaces generated by these 
characters, under which E Is H c(h) by the construction of c(h). Therefore, 
if h* = h 
= (c Is ) 1;y-Q 
= (5(4, XFW, 
= W) IG, 3 XJW), 
where / = {i}. Hence, f?(e) = 0, where e is the idempotent affording xJw . 
Hence, fP(B,,(s$3,,) = 1, and so 0, = q. 
We can now prove the formula for #(l). By 5.4, 
where 
$4) = [G : AIR 
Since [G : B] = C qw (w E IV) it is sufficient to prove that for all w E W 
( = wLiw4, , for w E S). 
Use induction on Z(w). If Z(w) = 0, then w = 1 and the result is trivial. 
Suppose it proved for elements of length k and let w have length K + 1. 
Let w = siv, Z(v) = k, 1 < i < n. 
Then 
V,G~,B,);qtu = e(B,B,~2,Psi~vB,)lq,q, 
(since there exists h E H with 01~.c+ = ha, and B,B,, = d,h-l. Note also that 
qi = q since all root subgroups have this order) 
. 
= e(BhaZla)Z101211aSI~gi~~Bh) qvq 
= qe(BAa,l~(si)-l x(si) &,BJ ~(B,&a,B&‘q, 
= ew-l(ri) n or , (product over r > 0 with V(T) < 0) 
= n: f4, (over the roots negatived by w). 
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Roots r that are not roots of W, can be omitted from the product since 
0, = 1 for them. Thus, if we define for a Weyl group W 
f(w; t) = c P), (w E WI, 
then we have in this particuIar case 
x(1) =f(W !M(S; P-3 
and 
q 1) = f(W !?Mw; 4). 
(Thus x(1) = qL[(l), where L is the total number of positive roots of W,). 
Remark. Since submitting this paper, I have received a copy of a paper 
by J. A. Green and G. I. Lehrer “On the principal series characters of 
Chevalley groups and twisted types” (to appear) in which (among other 
things, some similar results are proved. In particular, they obtain Corollary 7.3 
inthecaseh = 1. 
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